Exclusive Archer Hotel Culinary Experiences
CHEF FOR A DAY

COOKING DEMONSTRATION

A one-of-a-kind experience that offers a guest an intimate
hands-on journey behind the scenes of one of America’s
most highly regarded kitchens. A customized one-on-one
experience working directly with Chef Bull and his team
preparing, cooking and tasting in the heat of the battle.
Package includes:
Up to 6 hours of hands-on kitchen experience for one
Dinner for two at Second Bar + Kitchen
One night stay in a signature Archer King Suite
Breakfast for two in your room
Embroidered Chef Jacket
Keepsake menu printed with your name

FLAVOR PROFILING COOKING CLASS
Minimum of 25 guests required
An interactive tasting experience to identify and understand
the foundation of taste, the power of aroma and the
importance of textural contrast.

Minimum of 25 guests required
A unique experience for guests to witness specific
cooking techniques, plating guidelines and to learn the
how’s and why’s behind delicious and creative cuisine.
The Second Bar + Kitchen culinary team will demonstrate
each of your selected menu options. You and your guests
will be guided thru how to choose the right ingredients,
how to cook seasonally and to understand how to
manage the timing and crucial steps of creating a meal.
Package includes:
2-hour cooking demonstration
Plated lunch or dinner per person
Water, Iced Tea and Coffee
Customized Menus

HANDS-ON COOKIE EXPERIENCE
Maximum of 12 guests

2-hour interactive tasting experience

A hands-on baking experience conducted by our
Executive Pastry Chef Michelle Arcilla Hall. You will be
guided through the secret steps in creating and making
the best cookies ever. Guests will have the opportunity to
choose from a customized list of flavor options and
take home a dozen cookies of their own.
Kid friendly experience! Great for date nights!

Personal instruction by Chef David Bull

Package includes:

Water and Iced Tea

1.5 hours of hands-on demonstration

Guests will interact directly with Chef Bull tasting several
different ingredients to understand their full potential giving
you the ability to turn any meal into an incredible experience.
Package includes:

Water and Iced Tea
Minimum of one dozen cookies to take home

